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Abstract

The story of the Latin American immigrant making their “gran viaje” or great journey

to the United States transcends conversations presented in news articles and political rhetoric.

Immigration trends, both past and present, reveal a rich history of social injustices, governmental

instability, and civil conflict. This historical context gives life to an analytical understanding of

immigration populations that are much more than numbers and statistics. In this project, we

explore the connections between a series of data visualizations of Latin American immigration

and the historical push-pull factors moving individuals across continents. This presentation aims

to enlighten viewers to the story-telling ability of large data frames, and to the possibilities of

intersecting areas of study.
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1 Introduction

The United States is known globally for its promotion of freedom, liberty, and opportunity.

Although the implementation of these values in the political, economic, and social sphere is

much more complicated, the opportunity to chase the “American Dream” brings more than

one million immigrants to the United States every year (Budiman 1). Immigrants bring very

few personal belongings, but instead carry their culture, native languages, and customs to a

new home. Individuals make this journey for many reasons, often motivated by “push” factors

such as unstable political situations and a need for personal safety, and “pull” factors such

as educational and professional opportunities (Hillman and D’Agostino). While it is easy to

conceptualize immigrants as quantified populations shifting from one country to the next, it is

most important to know that each immigrant is an individual playing an essential part in a

larger story. One of the most historically significant immigration relationships globally is the

relationship between the United States and Latin America. In analyzing this relationship, we

will present data visualizations of immigration metrics coupled with the rich historical, societal,

and economical context of both Latin America and the United States that allow us to illustrate

the great journey of the Latin American immigrant.

In order to best understand the Latin American immigration movement to the United States

and the data visualizations that represent it, we must first understand this historical relationship

in a broader sense. Latin America was a portion of what was considered the “New World” by

Western Civilization. This perception caused violent conquest to occur in Latin America since

the 15th century. This period of history saw the fall of great empires such as the Incas and the

Aztecs, which were eliminated by conquistadors who saw these native individuals as an obstacle

in their personal journey for wealth and fame. These conquests and the exertion of the Western

World’s global power on the newly “discovered” Western Hemisphere brought great amounts

of instability to this part of the world. Their presence persisted for centuries, and many lands

within Latin America eventually became colonies of European countries. The oppression would

continue until the colonies became autonomous and won independence from their colonizers.

However, this newfound independence did not ensure peace and stability for these young Latin

American countries. As stated by Marta Tienda and Susana Sanchez, “Although most Spanish

colonies had achieved independence by the middle of the 19th century, the newly independent

republics were weak politically and militarily, and vulnerable to external aggression...Mexico

proved an easy target for the expansionist aspirations of the United States (Tienda y Sanchez

1). Immigration from Latin America to a new home became necessary as the Western World

continued to take advantage of the vulnerability of its people following the initial arrival of

the conquistadors. Of all the countries that took advantage of the instability existing in Latin
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America from the 19th century to our present times, the United States is often considered the

worst offender.

2 The Beginnings: Latin America and the United States

The relationship between Latin America and the United States is founded in the United

State’s implementation of legislature that secured their “power” and presence in Latin America.

This legislature began with the implementation of the Monroe Doctrine. Passed in 1823, the

Monroe Doctrine stated that, “the Western Hemisphere was no longer open to colonization and

that any attempt by a European power to oppress or control any country in the Western Hemi-

sphere would be viewed as a hostile act against the United States” (Wallenfeldt and Augustyn

1). This statement aimed to stop further colonization and interference by European powers,

securing the United States as a central sphere of influence in Latin America. Furthering the

Monroe Doctrine was the Roosevelt Corollary. This piece of legislation, passed in 1905, stated

that “In cases of flagrant and chronic wrongdoing by a Latin American country, the United

States could intervene in that country’s internal affairs” (Wallenfeldt and Augustyn 1). By this

statement, the United States laid the foundation for future international interference as they

subjectively saw fit. This theme of interference and influence by the United States within many

Latin American countries would persist and continue through the present day. It is this context

that gives a true understanding of the immigration story between Latin America and the United

States.

Despite its turbulent relationship with Latin American countries, individuals continue to

immigrate to the United States for its promises of equal opportunity. The acceptance of these

immigrants in becoming citizens has often been lacking, despite their growing representation as

a major portion of the United States’ population. One such event that illustrates this reality

is the implementation of the Bracero Program by the United States in 1942 (Tienda y Sanchez

1). During World War II, as many men left to serve their country, the United States depended

on workers from Mexico to fill manufacturing jobs left by the soldiers. The United States

was so in need of such workers that large companies traveled to Mexico to recruit individuals

open to this opportunity. The implementation of such a program is a distinct example of an

immigration “pull” factor, in which American companies created an environment that strongly

encouraged Latin American immigration to the United States. At the time, this program’s

impact seemed positive, as the United States’ economy flourished, and the Latin American

workers received the opportunities of life in the United States. However, once this program was

terminated in 1964, sentiments towards the individuals who carried the United States’ economy
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through World War II changed drastically (Tienda y Sanchez 1). By 1952, anti-immigration

legislation was put into place, disrupting the ability for immigrants to travel to the United States,

regardless of their birth country. As Tienda and Sanchez state, “The simultaneous termination

of the Bracero program coupled with the extension of uniform country quotas for the Western

hemisphere in 1978 was particularly consequential for Mexico, with the predictable consequence

that unauthorized migration climbed” (Tienda y Sanchez). This changing legislation shows just

one facet of many complicated push and pull factors of Latin American immigration to the

United States. It is important to understand that the actions of these countries are not without

consequence, and as political, social, and economic realities evolve, immigration will continue to

fluctuate.

Regardless of immigration legislation and reform, the flow of Latin American individuals to

the United States continues. The realities that change while this movement remains constant

are where a majority of Latin American immigrants migrate from, the push and pull factors that

influence their journey, and the ease with which they are accepted into the United States. Each

country is unique in their history, and therefore each country presents a unique immigration story.

Primarily, we must individually analyze countries that have historically significant immigrant

flows. Simply analyzing some of the major contributors of Latin American immigration to the

United States will give us a better understanding of the common themes and realities common

to a Latin American country’s immigration history. Given this discussion, we may align this

storyline with several data visualizations that bring to life the Latin American immigrant’s story

throughout time. In analyzing this data, we will identify countries that demonstrate particular

characteristics or patterns at a given point in time, and couple these findings with the available

historical context of this country for a deeper understanding.

3 Latin America: A Historical Perspective

The discussion of Latin American immigration, while including dozens of countries within

South and Central America, centers in large part around the relationship between Mexico and

the United States. The history of immigration from Mexico to the United States, as with many

other Latin American countries, begins with the interference of the United States in Mexico’s

economy. Between 1876 and 1911, Porfiro Diaz acted first as the president, and in his later

terms as a dictator of Mexico. He set goals to advance the infrastructure and economic realities

of Mexico (Bedolla 1). Actualizing these developments under the rule of Porfiro Diaz required

a great deal of financial aid from the United States. According to the writings of Lisa Garćıa

Bedolla at the University of California, Berkeley, “By 1900, U.S. companies owned 80 percent
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of Mexican railroads, 75 percent of mining and 50 percent of oil fields...an estimated 300,000

displaced Mexican peasants migrated from southern to northern Mexico to find work. From

there, it was only a short step to the United States (Bedolla 1). In this era, we see the beginnings

of international interference conducted by the United States that directly affected the migration

of Mexicans to the United States for decades onward. Without the influence of the United States

on Mexico’s economy and government, which were actions the United States took for their own

benefit, it is probable that the same immigration behavior would not be taking place as it does

today.

The history of immigration to the United States from Latin America extends far beyond

Mexico, to the islands of the Caribbean Sea. Latin American immigrants have migrated from

Cuba for decades, establishing a growing presence in the United States. The history of this

immigration movement is based on the colonization of Cuba by Spain, and later on, by the in-

tervention of the United States. The colonizing presence of other countries within Cuba fostered

governmental and societal instability within Cuba (Bedolla 1). This instability increased dras-

tically, marked by the intervention of the United States in Cuba in 1902. Luisa Garćıa Bedolla

describes this, stating,

“Twice rejected by the Cuban constitutional assembly, the (Platt) Amendment, which

allowed for the U.S. intervention in Cuba whenever the United States deemed it necessary,

was finally passed when U.S. leaders made it clear that their soldiers would not leave the

island until the amendment was adopted verbatim in the constitution” (Bedolla 1).

This intervention event culminated in the Cuban revolution against Fulgencio Batista, the Cuban

dictator supported by the United States. Upper class individuals fled the country to avoid finan-

cial repercussions caused by the implementation of the socialist government by the revolutionary

forces (Bedolla 1). In the years that followed, immigrants of any socioeconomic status fled Cuba

to avoid the hardships presented in a country with a developing government, and to seek the

opportunity presented by the United States. Unlike many other Latin American immigrants,

Cuban immigrants were given preference, allowing a path to avoid deportation and eventually

obtain citizenship due to legislation passed for their benefit called the “Wet feet, dry feet” pol-

icy (Bedolla 1). However when we consider this context more broadly, the story of the Cuban

immigrant is similar to many other immigrants from Latin America: individuals felt forced to

flee to the same country that instigated instability in their homeland.

Unlike Cuban immigrants, Salvadoran immigrants did not receive the same welcome in the

United States. Despite immigrants lacking a similar attitude of welcome from the United States

government, the origins of governmental and societal instability that exist within each of these

countries are historically similar. El Salvador experienced suffering under the power of Spanish
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conquistadors and eventually colonizers until they gained independence in 1821 (Menjivar y

Cervantes 1). Following their freedom from colonization, the Salvadoran people experienced

many difficulties in relation to communal violence, minimal job opportunities, and human rights

violations. With these poor conditions came a call for a change in government to socialism or

communism, often seen as threats to democracy in the eyes of the United States (Menjivar y

Cervantes 1). This perceived threat increased American interference and therefore influence in

Latin American countries, causing widespread problems in countries such as El Salvador. Cecilia

Menjivar y Andrea Gómez Cervantes describes this situation,

“In the years following the war, El Salvador implemented the neoliberal policies that the

U.S. Agency for International Development...pushed on developing countries in exchange

for loans. These policies contributed to a dramatic decline in social spending, especially

on education” (Menjivar y Cervantes 1).

Given their previous struggles, the lack of social spending reduced resources that might solve

these widespread social problems. Violence persisted, threatening the wellbeing and future

prospects of Salvadorans. This threat drove individuals from their home country, towards coun-

tries such as the United States. These immigrants sought relief for centuries from the instability

in their home country caused by the United States and other colonial or neo-liberal powers.

Along with El Salvador, another immigrant group in the United States that has grown

considerably in recent years are Venezuelans. This immigrant population in the United State

has tripled since the year 2000 (Gallardo and Batalova 1). While not free from a history of

colonization, the increase in this immigrant population can be attributed to the problematic

economic and governmental climates present in Venezuela in recent years. The Venezuelan

economy has long been dependent on oil. Between the years 2013 and 2016, the price of oil

fell from 91.75perbarrelto34.70 per barrel. This event caused inflation to spike in the years

following, and an increasing number of Venezuelans lived below the poverty line. The severity

of this situation is described by Oriana Van Pragg as she states, “94 percent of the population

was living below the poverty line in 2018. In June 2019, the research center CENDA calculated

that the minimum wage was worth $5.43 a month” (Van Pragg 1). Despite this drastic increase

in poverty, Venezuelans were unable to receive aid from their own government, and instead

faced greater difficulties in having their basic needs met. Access to electricity, clean water, and

proper food continued to decrease. Venezuelans were forced to flee not solely in hope of better

opportunities, but primarily to have their most basic needs met. One popular receiving country

of these Venezuelan immigrants is the United States.

While Mexico, Cuba, El Salvador, and Venezuela can be analyzed as major origin countries of

Latin American immigration to the United States, many other Latin American countries share
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similar histories. For example, immigrants from the Dominican Republic fled to the United

States after increased United States intervention and the death of the dictator Rafael Trujillo in

1961. Immigrants fled in waves mainly related to their socio-economic class (Zong and Batalova

1). In the same vein, Colombian immigration to the United States has undergone incredible

fluctuations. Volume of Colombian immigration to the United States rises and falls with the

levels of violence and conflict brought about by international drug trade rooted in Colombia’s

economy (Migration Policy Institute 1-3). Finally, Guyana has seen more than 50% of its

population emigrate to other countries following its independence from colonial rule (Guyana

USA 1). The upheaval of colonial structures in Guyana caused its developing government to

become incredibly unstable and polarizing in the eyes of its people. Each of these countries

presents a deep and evolving historical timeline of their immigration relationship with the United

States. The most effective method to understand these evolving realities of major and minor

Latin American countries of origin is to pair this historical context with data visualizations of

each country’s immigration behaviors.

4 Data Visualized: The Immigrant’s Journey

In considering Latin American countries of origin, it is important to momentarily discuss the

definition of “Latin America” in terms of what countries will be included in our data analysis.

For our purposes, Latin America is defined as all continental countries within Central and South

America, as well as two major Spanish-speaking islands of Central America: The Dominican

Republic and Cuba. This definition is simply meant to provide certain reasonable boundaries

within a field that offers extensive opportunities for analysis. It is important to note one lim-

itation of our analysis in regards to this definition of Latin American countries is that French

Guiana is not included in the final data visualizations.

The primary metric that may be analyzed in relation to this immigration data analysis is

the simplest: total immigrant population. In this case, this metric is analyzed as the number of

immigrants coming to the United States as a legal resident from a given country of origin. The

metric is then expanded over a period of time, from 1999 to 2018 (Migration Policy Institute 1).

Referencing Figures 1, 2, and 3, we are able to determine which country contributed the most in

terms of sheer legal immigrant volume each year using the bar charts, as well as what countries

exhibited certain behaviors as groups of countries in the animated line chart. We notice that

Mexico is included in a line chart on its own. Because Mexico is the origin country with the

largest volume of immigrants to the United States, it was necessary to include its behavior in its

own graph to avoid dwarfing the behavior of other origin countries. By analyzing these visuals
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Figure 1: Immigration Population from Latin American Countries Over time

Figure 2: Link to Animation

as a cohesive unit, we are able to pinpoint time periods that suggest a distinct immigration event

within a country of origin or within the United States.

In Figure 1, one area of particular interest is the spike in immigration volume that occurs

from the years 2005 to 2007. Each country displayed on our line chart follows this drastic upward

trend. To explain this behavior, we must note the push or pull factors that occurred during this

time period causing group immigration behavior from countries such as the Dominican Republic,

El Salvador, Cuba, Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico, and Guatemala. Immigration behavior

such as this exhibited similarly by many countries within a specific time period suggests a push or

pull factor occurring in the destination country rather than the countries of origin. In this case,

we suggest the rapid rise and fall of immigration volume from the years 2005-2007 to be attributed
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Figure 3: Mexican Immigration Population Over Time

to the housing crisis and the subsequent economic recession that occurred in 2008 in the United

States. Beginning in the early 2000s, legislation was passed in the United States promoting

home ownership to boost the economic well-being of the middle class (McArthur and Edelman

1). Removing barriers to home ownership would promote the attainability of the “American

Dream,” which was specifically appealing for incoming immigrants. This potential opportunity

may be aligned with the drastic upward trend in immigration volume through the early 2000s.

These prospects quickly fell short, however, with the housing crisis and economic recession

beginning in 2008. Latino populations were hit incredibly hard by these events, described by

Painter and Yu that “changes in the metropolitan unemployment rate lowered the probability

of owning a home for Latino immigrants” (Painter and Yu 19). In addition, opportunities to

own a home never truly increased for Latino populations, as the legislation targeted the white

middle class. Increased immigration to the United States proved to be incredibly unfruitful

for incoming immigrants as McArthur and Edelman state, “While these federal investments

in homeownership have helped white families build wealth, families of color have often been

excluded...This discriminatory policy...significantly undermined the economic and social mobility

of African Americans and Latinos” (McArthur and Edelman). These harsh realities of the

economic recession and the discriminatory nature of the housing markets at this time provide

insight into the sharp downward trend we see in immigration in the years following.

In addition to this pull factor occurring within the United States, we are additionally able to
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note the changes of immigration behavior occurring in individual countries. While we are unable

to go into deep analysis for each country, it is valuable to make note of several events that we can

analyze in Figures 1, 2, and 3. One of these events is the upward spike in Cuban immigration

to the United States beginning in the year 2012. We can attribute this spike to the improved

relationship between the United States and Cuba during the presidency of Barack Obama. This

improved relationship, from the perspective of the Cuban immigrants, threatened the ease at

which these individuals could immigrate legally to the United States. Cubans immigrated to the

United States in large numbers, and “As a result, shortly before leaving office, Obama ended

one part of the “wet-foot, dry-foot” policy that began in the mid-1990s, under which Cubans

arriving at a U.S. land port without a visa would be admitted or paroled into the country”

(Blizzard and Batalova 1). These shifting immigration laws for Cubans are the pull factor we

associate with the spike in immigration occurring from 2012 onward.

In addition to Cuba’s spike in immigration, the population of Mexico’s immigrants spikes

between the years 2001 to 2003. For Mexico, this spike is attributed to a pull factor associated

with US legislation passed following the 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center. After these

attacks, the United States worked to increase security for its citizens by developing the Depart-

ment of Homeland Security in 2003. This new department would mean strengthening patrol and

security on all of the United States’ borders, including its southern border (Council on Foreign

Relations 1). During this time, it was common for Mexican migrant workers to travel seasonally

to the United States, moving across the country as the seasons changed, and finally returning

home for a period of time. This increased border security threatened their ability to continue

this seasonal immigration to the United States, and many were forced to apply formally for

legal permanent residency or to immigrate illegally to the United States (Council on Foreign

Relations 1). This spike can be associated with this increased immigration of individuals from

Mexico who wanted to secure their ability to work in the United States before this opportunity

was restricted due to the United States increased international security.

Alongside sheer immigration volume by country of origin, a more complex metric we might

analyze is the per capita immigration by country of origin. This metric gives insight as to what

percentage of the origin country’s population immigrated to the United States over the same

time period from 1999 to 2018 as seen in Figures 4 and 5. While immigration by volume aided

in revealing pull factors occurring within the United States, immigration per capita rates may

suggest push factors occurring within the country of origin. In alignment with this assumption,

the line chart presented in Figure 3 demonstrates very few occurrences of countries undergoing

the same immigration trends over this timeline. Instead, we are able to pinpoint specific countries

that experienced push factors causing large percentages of their population to immigrate to the
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Figure 4: Per Capita Immigration from Latin American Countries Over time

Figure 5: Link to Animation

United States.

Guyana is one country that displays this type of behavior as shown in the line chart in Figure

4. In our general historical analysis, we pinpointed Guyana as a country that has experienced

large immigrant volumes leaving for the United States. The realities that cause such drastic push

factors within Guyana are complex and persistent in their perpetuation of large immigration

events. Primarily, Guyana’s lacking social structures caused by immigration events engender

the country’s incredibly high per capita emmigration rates. As stated by Caribbean Migration

Consultations, Guyana suffers from “poor education quality, teacher training, and infrastructure”

in addition to skilled workers needed for necessary social structures leaving Guyana at the
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highest rates, which “deprives Guyana of professionals in healthcare and other key sectors.

More than 80% of Guyanese nationals with tertiary level educations have emigrated” (Caribbean

Migration Consultation 1). While these conditions provide insight into the generally high per

capita emmigration rates in Guyana, it is also important to note several dramatic spikes that

occur over our given time period. Most notably, in 2005, we see these rates spiking to almost their

highest point in this data visualization. This can be aligned with an immigration push factor that

is not economic, political, or social in nature. Instead, we see a mass exodus occurring directly

after a natural disaster occuring in Guyana in 2005. As stated by the Guyana Government

Information Agency, “The country’s worst natural disaster was the experience of Guyanese

during the January-February period. The average amount of rainfall in Guyana for the month

of January for the past 100 years is 7.3 inches. However, the country witnessed more than seven

times that in January 2005” (Guyana Government Information Agency 1). In this case, we see

individuals fleeing Guyana after the conditions caused by this natural disaster. This suggests a

relationship to the spike in Guyana’s immigration per capita rate timeline as the spike is much

more narrow than we see in other similar behaviors.

In addition to the immigration behaviors of Guyana, El Salvador exhibits high levels of per

capita immigration, with their relative maximum occurring in 2001. This year marks several

historical events occurring in El Salvador, all of which might be suggested as push factors for

immigration to the United States. In January of 2001, a large economic shift occurred as the

Salvadoran government began to use the US dollar as their official form of currency, which “con-

tributed to the lowest growth rate seen in El Salvador during the last 60 years. It also helped

make everyday life for most Salvadorans more expensive and basic needs nearly impossible to

meet” (Menj́ıvar and Cervantes 1). In addition to this economic event, El Salvador addition-

ally bore the burden of several natural disasters. In 2001, El Salvador experienced two major

earthquakes within the time span of two weeks. The effects were so drastic that the United

States qualified El Salvador for “Temporary Protected Status” immigration laws. This essen-

tially makes it easier for individuals under this status to immigrate to the United States given

the current conditions of their country of origin (Menj́ıvar and Cervantes 1) These events, and

ultimately the Temporary Protected Status of Salvadoran immigrants coming to the United

States give numerous reasons as to why Salvadoran per capita immigration spikes dramatically

beginning in 2001.

Accompanying these more specific events, we see countries exhibiting immigration patterns

that are useful to a more general sense of analysis. Mexico, for example, presents relatively

constant per capita immigration rates with much less drastic rises and falls each year. Given

Mexico’s larger population in comparison to other Latin American countries, it causes their
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overall per capita immigration rates to be relatively low. In addition to individual country

behavior, we see one moment of group immigration behavior that confirms our observations

concerning immigration volume behavior. Based on our line chart in Figure 4, we see a spike

in per capita immigration from the years 2005-2007. While not as dramatic compared to our

line chart in Figure 1, Guyana, El Salvador, Cuba, Belize, and the Dominican Republic align

with the immigration spike attributed to the economic growth and housing market opportunities

purportedly presented to legal immigrants to the United States in this time frame (McAruther

and Edelman 1). While these metrics are based upon the same immigration values, it is valuable

to understand that this trend persisted considering the total population size of each country,

rather than simply the number of individuals.

Figure 6: Percentage of Immigration Population from Latin American Countries Over time

In addition to metrics concerned with each country’s immigration behavior, it is valuable

to compare each country’s contribution to the total Latin American immigrant population for

a given year. This metric, calculated as the percentage of the total Latin American immigrant

population, gives insight into which country contributed the highest percentage of immigrants

coming into the United States for a given year. This metric will be analyzed over our given time

period from 1999 to 2018. At its core, this metric is a true comparison value, allowing us to

determine drastic spikes of immigrant populations that would affect the immigrant demograph-

ics within the United States. Aligned with historical context, we are able to determine what

reasoning might be given for the highest percentage of immigrants coming from a given country
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Figure 7: Link to Animation

Figure 8: Percentage Mexican Immigration Population Over Time

for a given year.

The analysis of these immigration behaviors in many ways confirms our previous observations.

For example, in Figures 6 and 8 we are able to confirm the impact of economic shifts and the two

earthquakes as potential push factors causing a spike in Salvadoran immigration around 2001.

From approximately 2001 to 2003, Salvadorans represented the largest percentage of immigrants

coming into the United States. Their Temporary Protected Status as immigrants allowed more

Salvadorans to immigrate legally, potentially causing this highest percentage of total immigrants

(Menj́ıvar and Cervantes 1).

Alongside previously observed behaviors, this visualization provides insight into behaviors

that are much more prominent given the observed metric. In Figures 6 and 8, we are able to
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observe the drastic climb of Cuba as the highest percentage of incoming immigrants from the

years 2008 to 2018. This confirms our previous observations that an influx of Cuban immigrants

occurred during these years fearing their immigration laws would be altered after the improved

Cuban-American relations under the Obama administration. Similarly, our previously observed

behavior of Mexican immigration increasing in the years 2001 to 2003 is confirmed in this visu-

alization. The influx of immigrants coming to the United States threatened by the potential of

the United States border security increasing not only is shown in the pure volume immigration

metrics, but in percentage of total immigration as well. Based on our observations of this be-

havior, specifically in relation to the percentage of total Latin American immigrants per year,

we are truly able to see what historical events had the most impact in creating the largest of

these immigration movements to the United States each year.

Figure 9: Lawful Permanent Residents Admitted and Deportations Conducted in the United
States: Link to Animation

Deportations can be particularly revealing of historical events occurring within the United

States, especially in terms of social or political climate. One particular event that is most evident

in Figure 9 is the spike in deportations in the year 1950. This spike can be attributed to the

aftermath of a historical event in Mexico-United States relations we discussed previously called

the Bracero Program. While the Bracero Program was not officially terminated until 1964, social

attitudes seem to shift dramatically in the years after World War II. As servicemen returned

from overseas, many found their previous jobs “taken” by these Mexican immigrants who had

been recruited by these large corporations to take the place of these servicemen (Tienda and
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Sanchez 1). The social climate towards these immigrants, who only travelled to the United

States because of the promises of these larger corporations, quickly became sour. It is this

context that paved the way for further crackdowns on illegal immigration. Soon to follow was

the anti-illegal immigration legislation “Operation Wetback” in 1954 which Bridget Broderick

describes by saying, “In the first year alone, more than 1 million mostly Mexican workers–

undocumented, documented and citizens–were deported or repatriated in the first year alone.

The operation was another government-sanctioned policy of mass deportations based on racial

profiling of immigrant workers” (Broderick 1). It is clear that while this legislature formally

aimed its policies against illegal immigrants, the practical implementation was truly targeted at

foreign-born individuals, regardless of their citizenship status or presence of a legal work contract.

It is this factor that causes the incredibly isolated spike we see in deportations occurring from

the years 1950 to 1955.

4.1 Animated Visualization Links

As a PDF format does not support animations of the GIF format, please follow these public

Google Drive Links to view the animated visualizations referenced above.

• Immigration Population by Year: Immigration Population Animation

• Immigration Per Capita by Year: Immigration Per Capita Animation

• Percent Immigration by Year: Percent Immigration Animation

• Deportation Data by Year: Deportation Animation

5 Conclusion

The immigrant’s journey of Latin American individuals to the United States is incredibly

complex in nature. Using our data visualizations to illustrate this journey coupled with the his-

torical context of major immigration movements, we are able to develop a richer understanding

of this topic. Latin American countries experiencing push factors relating to conflict, economic

instability, and political discord encourage Latin American individuals towards the United States

to find a new home. On the other hand, the United States pulls immigrants across its borders

with the promises of education, job opportunities, and stability. These factors shape the histor-

ical realities of individuals making the brave journey to come to the United States from Latin

America for a life of opportunity for themselves and their families. These individuals are not

simply numbers and statistics, rather they are individuals of unique culture, background, and
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language. As we center upon the importance of humanizing our data, the importance of cou-

pling our data analysis with the historical realities experienced by each one of these immigrants

becomes even more evident.

While we have explored a great number of historical events through these data visualizations,

it is necessary to acknowledge that the great Latin American immigrant’s journey cannot be

distilled down to one singular analysis. These data visualizations tell a few of the journeys of

Latin American immigrants granted legal permanent residence primarily from 1998 to 2018. It is

important to recognize that immigrants coming from a variety of backgrounds, ages, languages,

or countries of origin provide an ever-expanding story. As time moves forward, the immigrant’s

journey will continue to evolve. As their stories continue, data analysis will become increasingly

important, allowing us the opportunity to share their stories with both the necessary data

visualizations and historical context.
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